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in early 2006, fan translations were published by a group of german fans to share the joy of this great game with fellow europeans. despite the fan translation names being in english, their quality is quite low, even by fan translation standards. a few months later, a big update showed up,
which should be paired with an improved fan translation: only the latter is of a more up-to-date quality. as for japanese voices, we have yoshio kawasaki and kensuke kita, voice actors from their blue fire twinbee series. their voices were used in certain events, and by the time the release of
x6 happened, they were already established voices, though they got little promotion due to the series change. in japanese regions, there are several voice actors from the series and the new blue fire twinbee and dance dance revolution game. in na regions, we only have the classic voices.

although the differences between the two english voices and the japanese (correct for more japanese games) are not huge, it's still noticeable. they are probably the only japanese voices available in english, and the fan translation voices are missing a lot of dialog and re-recorded some
sentences to fit the english words. the vocal samples are pretty basic, and by now, they're kinda dated. * legend of mana* legend of mana 2* legend of mana 3* legend of mana 4* legend of mana 5 (there is a translation in the game itself, but it's not very fluent)* legend of mana fan

translation* legend of mana prove-champion* legend of mana reference-champion* legend of mana successor* legend of mana 4/5* legend of mana conquest in x6* legend of mana battles* legend of mana conquest in x6+* legend of mana v1.2* legend of mana v2.2* legend of mana: the
two heroes* legend of mana the last story (the story is more or less the same as in the original game, but with a few extra stages)* legend of mana: the reunion
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mega man x7: no official release in english. has an unofficial patch (and is in development) based on a translation made for the mobile version of x7, which has been localized on other platforms, so most likely it'll translate correctly on the pc. the pc version was released by game arts. the
game and other mega man x games were sold in the steam distribution service in the form of a virtual box where the games can be played from the browser. since then, version 4.0 and 5.0 were released which can be found in an updated content tab of the box. the latest version can be
found here: * far cry* f.e.a.r. (patch v1.01 to v1.08 required)* f. perseus mandate* f. crysis* f. under the dome* fifa 2003* fifa 2004* fifa 2005* fifa 2006* fifa 2007* fifa 2008* fifa 2009* fifa 2010* football manager 2006* football manager 2007* football manager 2008* football manager

2009* football manager 2010 * ff vii (with new textures)* ff vii gda (on the same console)* ff vii acr (on the same console)* ff vii avatar: battle code* ff xiii* fifa 07 (needs a dll patch)* fifa 09* fifa 11 (needs a dll patch)* fifa 12 * gta iii (needs a dll patch)* gta iii san andreas (needs a dll patch)*
gta san andreas* gta iv (needs a dll patch)* gta iv: pc (needs a dll patch)* gta san andreas: hidden treasures (needs a dll patch)* gta san andreas: national stature* gta san andreas: the ballad of gay tony* gta san andreas: the ballad of gay tony: machete* gta san andreas: the ballad of gay

tony: under the bridge* gta san andreas: the ballad of gay tony: videolog* gta san andreas: the ballad of gay tony: xmas past 5ec8ef588b
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